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e factorization forests. it is shown that the vertex set ofa dense factorization 
satisfies a bounded gap Ramsey- qroperty of words. The main result is 
om a free semigroup to a finite se amseyan factorization 
forest of height at most 9!$. Techniques for constru ctorization forests are developed. 
We introduce factorization foresis to describe recursive factorizations of words 
belonging to a free semigroup. Our aim is to point out that these objects can reflect 
e amount of structure especially if the global height of the forc,st is 
We show in particular that factorization forests of finite height can 
1 known bounded gap Ramsey-type properties of words. Such 
applications; actually their discoveries were always motivate 
in those applkations. it appears, however, that factorization forests might be easier 
applications than the corresponding amsey-type roperties. ark is 
e using factorization forests we gam a owerful tool: ind 
height ofverkes. Another advantage of using factorization forests in the applications 
is that so doing one can bypass not only the long chains of ernating quantifiers 
but also the enormous upper bounds, both typical of Ramse heory. Last, but not 
least, our factorization forests are constructed through explicit (and efficient) 
algorithms .Jvhich could be exploited to obtain a quick and deterministic localizatio 
of monochromatic objects. 
Once we have made a case for the possible advantages of factorizatio 
the natural question to answer is: do they exist. 3 Indeed,.we shall show t 
are many factorizaticn forests of finite heig 
The main result of the pap 
to a finite semigroup S admits a seyan factorization forest of 
caking, this mea 
posed in at least two nonempty factors. e decomposition is 
* Part of this work was done while the author was visiting 
Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris VI, in 1986 and the Universiti de 
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from any word we arrive at factors of length one in at most 91Sl steps. On the other 
hand, decomposition of a word in three or more factors is allowed only if f maps 
every one of the factors to the same idempotent element of S. 
The proof of the main result relies heavily on the local structure theory o 
semigroups. 
ite 
We give now a brief outline of the paper. Factorization forests are 
Sect& 2 where the bZsiC t@rmiP~o!ogy is int?S-2VZGe~C?. Tn Section 3 we de 
connections of factorization forests to Ramsey Theory for words. n open problem 
is stated there. In Section 4 we study carefully three examples which are used as 
building blocks to find the factorization forest of the main result. Two of them 
correspond to the particular cases of the theorem when S is a group or a rectangular 
band. The thir example corresponds to monotonic colorings of words. Section 5 
deals with techniques to construct factorization forests. We study, in particular, 
codifications, substitutions and restrictions of factorization forests. An associative 
product of factorization forests is also introduced. All these tools are used in the 
proof of the main result. Section 6 contains the proof of the main result. Finally, 
in Section 7, we show an application which motivated our investigatien of factoriz- 
ation forests. 
For a set A we denote the free semigroup generated by A either by A’, as usual, 
or by %(A). In the second notation, S(A), we neither use the usual convention of 
representing the unitary sequence (a) by a nor do we use juxtaposition to represent 
the product of %‘(A). Thus, an element s of P(A) will be represented by 
s=(a,,a2,_.,a,) (aiEA). 
This double notation for the same object is needed to avoid confusion in the case 
when A itself is a subset of a free semigroup. The free monoid generated by A will 
be denoted by A*. 
Let x E A’. We say that an element (x, , x2, . . . , x,,) of s( A*) is 8 factorization 
of x if x =x,x2.. . x,. 
et A be an alphabet. A factorization forest F = (X, d) over A consists of a subset 
of A+ together with a function d : + 9(X) such that d(x) is a factorization of 
x, for every x E X. 
Thus, a factorization forest is just a description of a recursive factorization of 
words in X in terms of factors belonging to X itself. The factorization is specified 
ecomposition function d. Observe that the alphabet 
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d(x) of x, say, 
e T(x) as follows. f n = 1 then T(x) is the vertex tree consisting of 2:,. If 
n > 1 then T(x) consists of the root v, together with the ordered set of trees 
( TXW, WXA l l * 9 TXx?I)), 
where T,(xi) is a COPY of the tree 7(xi), disjoint from the other sub 
ctorization in the trees T(x) is uniform in the sen 
occurrences of a word x are factored the same way: always accordin 
introducing some definitions we shall show that this uniformity does not restrict 
the applicability of the concept because it can always be achieved. 
In view of the above representation, our terminology for facto zation forests will 
be based on the theory of graphs. We call X the veu&x set of E A vertex x is internal 
if ld(~Q a 2; otherwise it is external (or a leaf). The set of external (internal) vertices 
of F is called the external (internal) set of F. The degree of an external vertex is 
0, that of an internal vertex is Id (x)1. Observe that every factorization forest with 
nonem?ty vertex set has external vertices. Indeed, any shortest word in X is exterual. 
ernal and y is an element of d(x) ther v I :‘I that y is a direct descendant 
so that x is a direct ancestor of y. A path in F is a sequence 
c=(x,,x I,..., Xk) 
of words in X, such that, for each 1.. 1 -C . g k, xi is a direct descendant of Xi-l. Thz 
natural k Is the Zength of the path c and we allow the trivial path of length zero. 
The origin of e is x0, its terminus is xk. If there is a path with origin x and terminus 
y then we say that x is an ancestor of y and also that y is a desce 
usual, ,‘a_ i*r -- I- tl- - will be concatenated and decomposed; we shall use the current conven- 
tions. 
The height of x is the length of a longest path with origin in x; it is denoted by 
h(x). Clearly, h(x) < 1x1, for every XE X. Alternatively, h can be defined as t 
function B : X + N, given by 
0 if x is external, 
h(x) = 
l+max{h(xi)(l~i~n} ifxisinternal. 
The height of F is 
h =sup{h(x)Ix~ X}. 
In case the set h(X) is. infinite, we co 
otherwise we say that F is of jnite height. 
I e sequel we shall need some 
F is dense if the length of its exter 
e say that F is alphabe 
ts co 
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One of our main objectives is to construct factorization forests restricting the 
possible values of d(x) w en x has degree at least three. This is expressed through 
the next defnition. ret Y We say that F is of type 5 if d(x) E ,“5- for every 
vertex x of degree at Beast hree. 
Now we show how to achieve the uniformity of factorizations mentioned earlier. 
Let 2 c X c_ A+ and let 9 c_ $(A’). Let be a family of labeled rooted ordered 
trees such that: 
every vertex v in every tree in has label h(v) in X; 
H; contains a tree T(x) of height H(x) with root labeled by x, for every x E X; 
for every external vertex v we have A (v) E 2; 
for every internal vertex v, with direct descendants (vl , v2, . . . , v,,), we have n 2 2 
and 
A(v) = h(v,)A(u,). . . h(v*); 
further, if n>2 then (X(v,),A(vz),. . .,h(v,,)) is in Y. 
osition 2.11. Given A, X, 2” 9 and F as above, there exists a j&torization forest 
F = (X, d) of type 3, with external set 2, such that h(x) =S H(x), for every x E X. In 
particular, if {H(x) 1 x E X} is bounded then F is of$nite height. 
roof. We initially define the function d together with an auxiliary function g : X -+ 
f+J. For x in 2 we put g(x) = 0 and d(x) = (x). For x in X -2 we consider the set 
V(x) of all vertices in the family Ia with label x. Every vertex in V(x) is internal in 
its tree; further the set V(x) is not empty since it contains the root of T(x). Then 
we choose a vertex v in V(x) with minimum height, say h,, and let (v, , v2, . . - , v,) 
be the sequence of direct descendants of v. We put g(x) = h, and d(x) = 
(W,), W2), l ’ l 9 md). 
Now, by induction on 1x1, one can show that h(x) s g(x) s H(x), for every x E X. 
Clearly, F is a factorization forest which satisfies the required properties. III 
forests 
We show in this section that the vertex set of every dense factorization forest of 
finite height satisfies a bounded gap Ramsey-type property. This property has been 
studied in [2, 9, 3, 8, 13, 111. Our results, established in this and the next three 
sections, imply all but one of the related results obtained in theqe references. 
Let 21=(x1,x2,..., x,,) be in $(A+). The gap size of v is 
gapw = ax(lxJ 11 G is n}. 
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d) be a dense factorization forest of finite height over 
and let S be a subset of X which contains arbitrarily long words. en there exists a 
g E N for which arbitrarily long descendants of words in S have gap size at most g. 
roof. Let S’ be the set of all descendants of words in S. Then, SC 3’; hence S’ 
contains arbitrarily long words. Let h be the height of F and let kfV for 0s f s h, 
be the set of words in S’ of height at most f: en L,c_ L, c l - . c L,, = S’. Now, F 
being dense im lies that the words in L, hav ounded length; on t 
LII contains arbitrarily long words. Let then f’ be the least integer such that L,.# 
contains arbitrarily long words. Let 
The choice off’ implies that g < 00. Now, any direct descendant of any word in &,.* 
beiongs to L,#_, . ence, every word in &#_, has gap size at most g. The proof is 
complete since krP contains arbitrarily long words. 0 
Now we introduce some terminology inspired by [ lI]. Let f be a funct!on, 
f: A++ E or f: A* + E, and let v E 9(A+), say v = (x,, x2, . . . . x,). We say that v is 
an (nth) power modulo f if for some e E E 
f(x1) =f(x2) = l l l = f(x,,) = e. 
If, in addition, for every I c i <j < n, 
then we say that the (nth) power v is Ramseyan. Function f is strongly Ramseyan 
if for ei;ti-iy infinite word s E A” there exists g > 0 such that, for each k > 0, some 
factor of 5 has a factorization in %(A’) which is a R mseyan kth power mod 
of gap size at most g. 
In the next sections we shall construct factorization forests whose internal vertices 
of degree at least three satisfy a restriction, captured by the next definition. Such a 
restriction plays the role of monochromatic properties of objects in Ramsey theory. 
A factorization forest F = (X, d) is Ramseyan modulo f if d(x) is a Ramseyan 
power modulo f for every vertex x of degree xt least three. We say that a function 
f admits a Ramseyan factorization forest if there exists a co plete factorization forest 
which is Ramseyan modulo J 
3. be a function. If f ad 
forest offinite height then f is strongly 
Let s be an in 
Applying Pro osition 3.1 results in a val 
ited a function d, : {a} + --) (0, 1) which is not strongly 
ence, there exist fu ctions, even with finite co 
*“on forests of finite height. Ot 
converse. 
res olds. 
s such that jf( A) is finite. 
eorem 6.1 and roposition 3.2 guarantee, respectively, that (i) implies (ii) 
and (ii) implies (iii). 
that (iii) implies (i). Assume t cyan. Let B 
set of A such :ht f(B) = f (A). e finiteness of 
)’ = f (A)’ = f (A*) = S; i.e. the restriction 
n epimorphism. Clearly, g is strongly Ramseyan. 
ord s in B’ is irreducible if it is a shortest word in g-‘g(s). Let 
W be the set of irreducible words in +; then every factor of a word in W is again 
in W. Assume that the set W is in e. Then, by KSnig’s Lemma, there exists an 
infinite word s in B” such that ever ite factor of s is in W. Now, g being strongly 
Ramseyan, it follows that there exist x,, x2 E B+ and an idempotent e E S such that 
x1x-, is a factor of s and g(x,) = g(x2) = e. Since x1x2 is a factor of s, it is irreducible. 
However, &x,x2) = g(x,)g(x?) = e’= e = g(x,). Since Ix,1 c 1x,x21 we conclude 
x,x2 is not irreducible, a contradiction. Thus, W is finite and, consequently, S itself 
roof of Theorem 3.3 is complete. Cl 
es 0 
In this section we s ?t three families of functions admit Ramseyan factoriz- 
ation forests of ctually, we even exhibit some of the structure, captured 
by the next definitions forests we construct. 
be a factorization forest over A and let S be a subset of X. We 
if every F contains at most one word in S. 
’ Note added in proof: 9. Justin consmxted a strongly arnseyan function f: A” --p E, with E infinite, 
does riot admit a seyan factorization forest of finite height. For ite E, however, the probllem 
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e code @ such that 
treatise in [I]. 
The following proposition will be used to prove simplicity of a stratification. 
simple. 
s is n) be a strati$cation for the factorization forest 
disjoint from A” C3 then the given strat~~~atio~~ ih 
roof. Assume, for a contradiction, that, for some 1 s i s n, there exist x and y in 
Xi - Ci such that x # y and y is a descendant of x. Let (t, , t2, . . . , t,) be a path 
from x = tl to y = t,,. Since d( tl) E S(C,) it follows that t2 E C,. On the other ban 
d( t,) E 9( C;) also, say, d( t,,) = (q, s2, . . . sk), for some k 2 2 and si E Cj. It follows 
that there exist M, v E A* such that t2 = EIS~S~V and t2, 9n,, s2 E C’#. Buf ihis contradicts 
the hypothesis that Ci A A*CfA* =(3. Cl 
4.1. The case of gidups 
section we show the following theorem. 
core 2. Every (semigroup) morphism f : A’ + G, with G a jnite group, admits 
a Ramseyan factorization forest of height at most 31GI. 
Actually, we 
immediately. 
shall prove a more precise statement, fro eore 
with identity e. DeJine 
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We denote the identity e of G Isy 1 and extend f to A* by putting f (1) = 1. 
We begin showing that C, is a biprefix code. Let u, v E C, and assume that 
for some w E +. Then, e==f(u)=f(v)f(w)=f(w); hence WEX~ Lnd r.~ 
contradiction. us, C, is a prefix and by a dual argument it is also a 
Altogether, C, is a biprefix, as claimed. Since e is idempotent it f~lia;~ sthai Xe = C, . 
We shall construct he factorization forest F = (X, d), with tertex set = A+ and 
internal set Y = AA+. First we define three functions: 
int:X+2G, ref: Y-, G, type: Y-+(1,2,3}, 
as follows. e put 
int (x) = {f(u) E G Ix = uv with u, v E A’}; 
i.e. int (x) is the set of elements of G “visited internally” by x. Let x E aA*‘, with 
SEA; we put 
ref(x) = 
if 1 E int(x), 
(a) if Mint(x); 
ref(x) is an element in int(x) which will be used as a “reference point” for x. Note 
that ref(x) = 1 iZ x visits 1 internally. Finally, let 
1 
1 if ref(x) - 1 = f(x), 
type(x) = 2 if ref(x) = 1 #f(x), 
3 if ref(x) # 1. 
Note that type partitions Y in three blocks and type(x) = 1 iff x E X, - C,. The proof 
uses the following assertion 1. 
Let x E Y, v E A’ and u, w E A* be such that x = uvw. Then lint(v)1 s 
lint(x Fui-tier, if ref(x) fZ f( u) int( v) then lint( v)l < lint(x 
%I&‘. It is easy to see that f(u) int( v) c_ int(x). Since G is a group, it follows that 
lint( v)l = If(u) int( v)l s lint(x 
Since 1x12 2, we have ref(x) E int( x). Thus, if ref( x) e f ( u) int( v) then f (u) int( v) c 
int(x); and, consequently, lint( v)I < lint(x 0 
Now we define, by induction on 1x1, the decomposition d(x) and show simul- 
taneously that if 1x12 2 and y is in d(x) then 
lint(y)1 < lint(x)1 or type(y) <type(x). (0 
f 1x1 = 1 then we put d(x) = (x) and there is nothing to prove. Assume then 
1x1~ 1; we shall consider three cases according to the value of tyye(x). 
Case 1 (type(x) = l In this case XE X, - C,. Thus, there exist n 3 2 and 
Since xi E C,, it follows that, for every 
EcisP1pf(Xi)=l a ce, ref(x) = ll6Z int(x,) = f(xIx2.. . xi_,) int(x,), 
every I’. s, i; s ces to (x) = 
(x, 9 x2, * 0 * 9 &A. 
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Case 2 (type(x) = 2): et x1 be the longest left factor of x for which f(x,) = 1 
and let x = x1x2. hen, since ref(x) = 1 we have x1 E + and since f(x)# 11 we have 
x+4+. he choice of x, , 1 e int(x, Then, ref(x) = I @ int(x,) = 
f(x,) int(xz), and, ssertion 4.4, lint( < lint(x Assume now that I g int(x,); 
then, ref(x) = I@ int(x,) =S(l)int(xl), and, by ssertion 4.4, lint( < lint(x 
Otherwise, I E int(x,) and x,) = 1 imply that type(x,) = 1 < 2 = type(x). 
botl: x, and x2 satisfy (1 t suffices to put d(x) = (x,, x2). 
et x=x1x2, with Ix,1 = I. Tiren ref(x) =f(x,) # 1. Since 
x1 E A, we have that lint( = 0 ==z lint(x n the other hand, if I E int(x,) then 
type( x2) G 2 < 3 = type(x). Otherwise, ref( x) f(x,)a f(x,) int(x?); he 
tion 4.4, lint( < lint(x In any case both x1 and x2 satisfy (1). It sufices to put 
d(x) = (x, 9 ~2). 
This concludes the definition of d and the verification of (1). 
Now, let y be a direct descendant of x. Assertion 4.4 and (1) imply that either 
lint(y)1 < lint (x)1 or lint(y)1 = lint(x)1 and type(y) <type(x). It follows that h(x) s 
3lint(x)l +type(x) -3, for every x E Y. Thus, the height of F is at most 3lCI. 
Finally, UXe, C& is a stratification for F. Indeed, x E X, - C, iff type(x) = 1; and 
in this case d(x) E 9( Ce). Also, if the degree of x is at least three then type(x) = 1; 
hence, again x E X, -C,. This concludes the proof of Proposition 4.3. Cl 
4.2. The case of monotonic colorings 
A co/oCng of a set S is a function f: S + E. Function f is a jinite coloring if E is 
a finite set. A coloring f of A+ is monotonic if for every w E ’ and ul, vl , vz, u2 E A* 
f(W)=f(u~WWu2) implies f(w)=f(v,wv2). 
In this subsection we show the following theorem. 
eore S. Every jinite monotonic coloring f: A+ + E of A’ admits a Ramseyan 
factorization forest cf height at most 31 E I. 
Befor: the proof we derive a particular case. A rank over A is a function f: A* + N 
which satisfies 
for every u, v E A? 
Every rank functiorm .f: 
ost 3(1+f(1)). 
amseyan ctoriza tion forest 
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+ and ul, z.+, v2, u2eA* are such that f(w)=f(u,v,wv2u2). From the 
efinition of a rank, we have that 
s fro 
and, since f is monot 
eore iately. 
e 
d there exists a co over A 
forest = (X, u”), with ve_tie:: FCt 
two functions 
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i.e. int(x) is the set e nonempty factors of 
1 ifx E q,.o,, 
type(x) = 2 ifxE C:,,,-C ,,,,, 
3 if xe C.&. 
Note, for future use, that 
e(x) = 2. 
following assertions. 
* be swh that u is ufactor qf v. 
rther, if f(u) Zf( v) t/rest lint( u)l < lint( v)l. 
aim cleatiy hoi * be such that v = S,U.Q 
is a finite one, it fel! 
). Pn particular, f< v) ei int(r4). Let w ti * and ~,,c+A* b 
U = tll wt2 and f(w) = f( v). Since f is monotonic, v = s, t, wt2s2 implies 
f( t, w?2) =f( u), a contradiction. 0 
. i!%?iy x E A+ has a nonempty left factor in c+.( V,. 
roof. It s es to take a shortest nonempty left factor t of x which satisfies 
f(t) =fW* en either t E A or, by the choice of t, we have that _fi t 
either case 6 E C&. El 
ow we define, by induction on 1x1, the decomposition d(x) and s 
taneou..Jy ahat if 1x12 2 and y is in d(x) then 
int(y)i < lint(x)1 or ty e(y) <type(x). (2) 
n we put d(x) = (x) and there is not 
consider three cases accordin 
f(x,) = f(xA-‘) #f(x). Then, by Assertion 
that lint( = 1~ 2 = I{ f 
en, each xi E c,c.Xr; hence f(x;) = f(x). 
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via Assertion 4.10, that Jtx,) #f(x). Thus, by Assertion 4.9, lint( < lint(x and 
x2 satisfies (2). It suffices to put d(x) = (x,, X2). 
Tinis concludes the definition of (1 and the verification of (2). 
Now, let y be a irtct descendant of x. Assertion 4.9 and (2) imply that eit 
lint(y)1 < (int(xjl or lint(y)1 = lint(x)1 and type(y) c type(x). It follows that h(x) c 
for every x E Y. Thus, the height of F is at most 3) E I. 
,‘CJs do form a stratification for E This is so because, as we 
noted earlier, x E U (X, - C,) iff type(x) = 2 and in this case, by construction, 
d(x)E 9(C”&. Also, if type(x) is I or 3 then the degree of x is two; he 
has degree at least three then type(xj = 2 and x belongs to XJ.(x) -
stratification is simple in view of Proposition 4.1 and Assertion 4.7. This rzo;-plpletes 
the proof of Proposition 4.8. El 
4.3. me case of recfangular bands 
In this subsection we show the following theorem. 
I. Every morphism f: A+ + S, with S a j%ite rectangular band, admits a 
Ramseyan factorization forest of height at most 314. 
We begin by recalling the definition of a rectangular band. Let I and n be 
nonempty sets. The set I >(: I*I becomes a semigroup by defining the associative 
multiplication 
(i,h)(j,I_c)=(i,p) (i,jEI;&tiEN= 
A semigroup is called a rectangular band If it is isomorphic to I x A for appropriate 
sets I and A. 
The proof of Theorem 4.11 needs some preparation. We assume, from now on, 
that S is a finite rectangular band and that f: A” + S is a morphism of semigroups. 
Initialiy we list a few properties of rectangular bands. 
Let u, v Al A+ and a, b, c, d E A*. Then, 
(ii) f(uv) =f(uav), 
(iii) f(ua) = f(h) and f(w) = f(dv) imply f(u) = f(v). 
. Letf(tkj = (i, h); the definition of the product of S implies that f( 
whatever the value of a E A*. Now, (ii) follows, since f( uv) = 
f$ua* Vuv)=f(uav). Finally, f(u)=f( uacu) =f(vbdv) = f( v), which establishes 
(iii). R 
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at0 
RESET: + proce&s 
PUSH : item +process 
POP : + process 
equations for atomic actions: 
RESET:: s = empty 
PUSH(i) : : s = push( i, s) 
POP : : empty =8 
POP::push(i,s)=s 
where i: item, s: stack 
end process pecification PST AC K,, 
The process POP pops the current environment when it is not empty, and otherwise 
returns a no result. This is a possible way to take into account exceptions (cf. [S, 6] 
for different approaches to this question, in the classical algebraic framework). In 
fact, PSTACK, may be obtained by a straightforward translation of the classical 
algebraic specification STACK, of stacks into a process pecification. The translation 
is analyzed in full detail in [37]. In PSTACG, it is possible to consider terms such 
2X3: 
. . (PUSH( il) 11 PUSH( iz) 11 POP) : : push( . . . ) 
where 11 is the parallel composition operator defined hereafter. It is thus possible 
to describe concurrent computations at this stage- as fully discussed in what follows. 
1.2. Semantics of process pecifications 
The semantics of a process specification SPEC is provided by translating SPEC 
into a classical algebraic specification SEM(SPEC). Then, by definition, the seman- 
tics of SPEC is the classical semantics of SEM(SPEC), i.e. the class of its hierarchical 
models (cf. Section 1). 
Actually, we could have presented the whole approach by considering the process 
spec... construct as a macro returning a classical specification-thus staying within 
the usual abstract data type framework. However, such a simplification hides the 
intuition behind processes and concurrent specifications. Also, in this fashion, 
making use of a classical notion of implementation or of classical composition 
primitives, the questions arising in the description of concurrent systems would be 
irrelevant. 
We now give intuitive characteristics of the transformation from SPEC 10 
(SPEC). The signature of (SPEC) has the two following parts: 
(1) A “constant” part9 common to all process specifications. It consists of 
operators allowing to define processes: 
8: a constant standing for deadlock, 
+-All: P t o era ors for nondeterministic, sequenti l and parallel composition, 
the part describing the application of processe to data (operator : :) , 
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LetxE ‘A* be such that x has neither composite factor no 
Then there exist u, v E A’ such that x = uv, u has a cutpoint and lint(v)1 c 
e shortest left Actor of x such at int( 84) = int(x) a 
such that x = uv. Now, Ixl> II; hence intix) # (d. Si e int(a)=@ for e 
follows that lui> 1. Let a E A and e such that 01 = da. From t 
u we conclude t tint(u’)cint(x)=int(rr’a)x@=in 
ifv=l thenx= and, by what we h v,” just seen, x 
Thus, v E A+. 
Now we claim that int( v) c int(x ssume that thi not the case, then, by 
Assertion 4.13, i t(v) = int(x). Then uv, with u, v E and 
int( u) = int( uv) = int( v). 
We will show t at this implies that x has a composite factor. Indee , let e = f(vu). 
Then, e E int( x); hence, e E int( u) n int( v) en 5, u2, vl, v2 E A+ such 
that u=u,u2, v= d f(u+,)=e= ow, _f(vlv2u,u2) =f(u2u,) and 
f ( vZvi) = f ( vi v2u1 u,) imply, by Assertion Q.IZ(iii), that f (v,) = f ( u2). Thus, the factor 
u2v1 of x is composite. This contradicts the ypothesis and this contradiction 
he claim. Then, int( v) c int(x), and this completes the proof of Assertion 
4.16. El 
ow that the subsemigrcup X, is free. 
7. The set C, is a code of deciphering delay one in either direction which 
is disjoint from A’“CzA”. 
First we show that C, is a code of deciphering delay one (see [l, p. 128-J). 
Let x, x’, y E C,, let u E A* and z E C: be such that xyu = x’z. We have to prove 
that x = x’. f 1x1 = lx’1 then we have nothing to do. Assume 
v E A* be such that x = x’v. Then, z = vyu. Consequently z # 1 
f(z)=f(vyu) and f(x’)=f(x)=f(x’v). H ence, by Assertion 4.12(iii), f(x’) = f(v) 
composite, a contradiction. Assume, finally, that 1x1~ lx’1 and let 
= wz. Since f(x) = f( y), we have 
xu)=f(yu)=f(wz)a ence, by Assertion 4.12( iii), f (x) = 
xw is composite, a contradiction. Thus, C, has deci hering delay one. 
dual argument shows that it ay one in the other direction. 
Assume now that C, n MI there exist t, st , s2 E C, and u, v E A* 
e shall argue that this is impossible. Indeed, from e = e2 = 
(s,) we have, using Assertion 4. 2(i), f(t) =f(ts,) =f( s*s2v&r*) Z.f(us,). 
us,s2v is composite, a contradiction. This 
nite rect 
=f-‘(e) and Ce= 
oj- height at m 
We shall construct he factoriz 
internal set Y= 
+ and 
initially we define two partitions of Y, 
nat: Y +{a, b, c, d, e} and type: Y-+(1,2,3}, 
given by 
Q if x is composite, 
b if x is not composite but has a composite left fact 
nat(x) = c if x has no composite left factor but has sue 
d if x has no composite factor but has a cutpcint, 
e if x has neither composite factor nor cutpoint; 
1 if nat(x) E {a, d}, 
type(x) = 2 if nat(x) E {b, e}, 
3 if nat(x) = c. 
WC ASne, by induction on 1x1, the decomposition (x) and show simu~taneou§~y 
that if 1x13 2 and y is in d(x) then 
$nt(y)l C lint(x)1 or type(y) <type(x). (3) 
en we put d(x) = (x) and there is nothing to prove. 
Ixl> 1; we shall consider five cases according the value of nat(x) 
is a code there 
hus, it suffices to put 
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u c A+. Now, v is als the longest composite right factor of uv. Then, by the dual 
of Assertion 4.15, we can conclude that ]int( u)l< ]int( uv)l. Since int( uv) c int(x), it 
follows that ]int( Id)] < lint(x)]. We also have !!z! type( vw) = 2 < 3 = type(x); i.e. both 
u and VW satisfy (Z ). Thus, it suffixes 10 put- d(x) = (u, VW). 
Case 4 (nat(x) = d): Since x has s outpoint, there exist x,, x2 E A’, such that 
x = x1x2 and ]int(x,)], lint( < lint(x)]. It suffices to put d(x) = (x,, x,). 
Case 5 (nat(x) = e): By Assertion 4.16, there exist u, v E A+ such that x = uv, kc 
has a cutpoint and lint(v)1 c lint(x)]. Clearly, u has no composite factor; hence, 
type(u) = 1< 2 = type(x) and both u and v satisfy (3). It suffices to put d(x) = (u, v). 
This concludes the definition of d and the verification of (3). 
Now, let y be a direct descenda t of x. Assertion 4.13 and (3) imply that either 
lint(y)] c lint(x)] or lint(y)] = lint(x)] and type(y) c tv e(x), It follows that h(x)s 
3lint(x)l+ type(x) - 3, for every x E Y. Thus, the height of F is at most 31S(. 
e that the (X,, Q’s do form a stratification for F. Indeed, we 
X,-C=) iff x is composite iff nat(x) = a and in this case, by 
(x) E 9( C,). Also, if nat(x) # cp then the degree of x is two; hence, 
if x has degree at least three then nat(x) = a and x belongs to Xf(.\-, - cftlJ. The 
stratification is simple by Proposition 4.1 and Assertion 4.17, and this completes 
the proof of Proposition 4.18. 0 
onstructious of factorization 
In this section we develop some techniques for constructing factorization forests, 
needed in the proof of the main result. The principal aim is to substitute portions 
of a factorization forest refining its type while maintaining a close control of its 
height. This will be done in Subsection 5.3, Lemma 5.4. 
5.1. Coded _factorization forests 
A factorization forest over A is said to be coded if its external set is a code over 
A. Coded factorization forests play an important role in the sequel. Proposition 5.2 
shows one way to obtain them. The roofs in this subsection are omitted since they 
can be done by standard methods described in [l]. 
Let 2 be the external set of the factorization forest F = (X, d). We define d* : X -, 
<g(z) b-;J 
d*(x) = (x) ifxEZ 
d”(x,) 0 d*(xJ 0 l l 9 0 d*(x,) ifxEX-2, 
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The next proposition points out why coded factorization forests are important 
for us. 
OS et F = (X, d ) be a factorization forest with external set 2. Then 
Z+ and, for every x E X, d*(x) is a factorization of x with components in Z. 
Further, if F is coded then d*(x) is the unique such factorization of x. us, if F and 
F’ are coded factorization forests which have identical internal and external sets then 
they have identical fronds. 
An alternate view of coded factor zation forests will be useful. Indeed, they can 
be seen as faithful representations of lphabetical factorization forests over appropri- 
ate alphabets. 
Let ;-: A’++ + be an injective morphism of free semigroups. en cp extends in 
a natural way to an injective morphism cp : 9(A’+) -+ S( 
factorization forest over A’. The image of F’ by cp is the factorization forest 
cp(F’) = (cp(X’), cpd’cp-‘) over A. 
Proposition 5.2. Let F = (X, d) be a coded factorization forest over A of height h with 
external set Z. Then there exists a set A’, an injectiv;_ fnorpirism q : A’+ - A’ and an 
alphabetical factorization forest F’ = (X’, d ‘) over A’ of height h such that cp(A’)= Z 
and q(F’) = F. 
Converseiy, let us consider an alphabetical factorization forest F’ = ( 
of height h’ and an injective morphism cp : A’+ + A+. Then, F = cp( F’) is a coded 
factorization forest o$height h’ with external set cp(A’n Xl). Further, if ((Xi, C:) 1 I s 
is n) is a (simple) stratification for F’ then ((q(X:), q(C:)) 11 s is n) is a (simple) 
stratification for F. 
Coded factorization forests can be used to give an alternate view of a stratification. 
Let F = (X, d) he a factorization forest over A and let {(Xi, Ci) 116 i s n} be a 
stratification for F. Define, for each i, di : Xi + S( Xi) by 
di(x) = 
d(x) ifxEXi-Ci, 
(1 X if xE Ci* 
Then, for each i, Fi = (Xi, di) is a coded factorization forest of height OW, with 
external set Ci. Further, the Xi’s are pairwise disjoint and every vertex Q egree at 
least three of F is an internal vertex in some Fi. 
5.2. Composition of factorization fob ests 
In this subsection we define an assoc 
aim is to substitute l~rtions of a forest 
e factorization forests 
an 
We stiil need to show that the normal forms-the existence a d unicity moCu1 
MOD of which have just been established-are of the form given in Proposition 
2.2. To this effect, we remark that a ground normal form of sort process is made a 
priori out of operators 8, +, ;, fl, k and of at’s (ground instances of atomic actions). 
Now, because of rule (i), a normal form cannot contain 11 symbols. Suppose it 
contains 3 !/_ symbol in a normal form t. Let o stand for its leftmost-innermost 
occurrence. Then 4” = u II V, where u can only be built out of symbols cy’s, 8, + and 
;. But 
- if an Q! is the root of U, then (k) reduces ?I,, 
- if 8 is the root of U, then (j) reduces $,,, 
- if + is the root of u, then (1) reduces q,, 
- if ; is the root of U, we may write u = ul ; u2. Then, by case analysis on ul, one 
of the rules (g), (j), (m) reduces 4,. 
In any case, we derive a contradiction mqs terrqinates the proof of Proposition 
2.2. D ~ + 
We obtain the following corollary. 
2.3. Corollary. Assume a given process pecification SPEC such that the atomic and 
the composite actions have locally consistent and complete dejnitions. Then 
SEM(SPEC) is hietatchically complete and consistent w. t. t. set-of(DATA) and bab*c- 
proeess(SPEC). 
roof. The only observer with range data is : : . Completeness w.r.t. DATA derives 
from the fact that for any normal form p and any d OF sort data, p :: d is congruent 
to a term built with the constructors of sort data only (using (n), (o), (p), (q), (r) 
and EQA). Consistence w.r.t. DATA then stems from the confluence of the above 
system modulo MOD. Likewise, completeness and consistence w.r.t. basic- 
rocess(SPEC) follow from Proposition 2.2 and from the canonicity of the 
system. 0 
ate. It follows from Proposition 2.2 that all processes defined so far are static, i.e. 
that their normal form is “frozen” once for all. It has the canonical form shown in 
Fig. 2 (cf. Section 6.1 for further discussion). 
2.4. Observational congruence 
The semantics of a procesb specificatiori SPEC has been defined as the classical 
semantics of EC), i.e. the class of all its hierarchical models. However, 
when focussing on their process co 4 sot ail models are equally interesting. 
uish between processes that one would 
wish to assimil al way ts observe differences between 
consider less discriminating Imodels: 
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Then the factorization forest F = F, * F2 * l l l * F,, * F’ is Ramseyan module f and 
has height h s h’%C hi. Further, F and F’ have ider?ticc! vertex sets, identical external 
sets and identical fronds. 
IJ; in addition, {( Cii) 11 s j 6 ni> is a (simple) stratijcation for Fi, 1 s i 6 n, then 
CCX,, q 11 s is n, I <j s ni) is a (simple) stratification for F. 
roof. Let F = (X, d) be the factorization forest F, * F2 * - l l * F, * 
2’ ( Y and Y’) be the external (interrral) sets of F and F’, respezti 
Xi’s are pairwise disjoint subsets of X’, since the intergal vertices f.$ F are exactly 
Xi - Ci and since every vertex in Xi - Ci is internal in F’ (because (
to a stratification of F’), it follows that X = X’, Y = Y’, 2 = Zi and 
d(x) = 
di(x) ifxE Xi-C’, 
d’(x) ifxEX’-_U(Xi-C’). 
We note that, in particular, d(x) = d’(x), for every x E u C’. 
We claim that, for every x E Xi - Ci, 
d’(x) = da(x). (4) 
Indeed, since (Xi, Ci) belongs to a stratification of F’ we have that d’(x) E 9( Ci). 
Also, by definition, d?(x) E 9( Ci). The claim follows since C’ is a code and both 
d’(x) and d T(x) are factorizations of x. 
Our next claim is that, for every x E Xi - Ci, if d?(x) = (x,, x2,. . . , x,) then 
d*(x) = d*(x,) 0 d*(x2) 0 l l l 0 d*(x,). (5) 
This follows, by induction on 1x1, using the observation that d(x) = di(x) and 
remembering that Fi is a coded factorization forest. 
Ncull, by induction on 1x1, we prove that d*(x) = d’*(x). Since Z = 2’ the claim 
holds for external vertices. If x E X’ - C’i, for some iv then, by (4, d’(x) = d”(xj. 
Thus, if d?(x) = (x,, x2,. . . , x,,,) then, using (5), and the induction hypothesis, both 
d’*(x) and d*(x) result equal to d*(x,) 0 d*(x2) 0 l l l 0 d*(x,). 0 the other ban 
if x E X -U (Xi - Ci) then d(x) = d’(x) and the result follows from t 
hypothesis. 
Now we claim that every vertex of F-degree at least three belongs to some Xi 
Indeed, let x be an iniernal vertex of F in X -U (Xi - C’). Then d(x) = d'(x). 
since the (-Xi, Ci)‘s form a stratification of F’, the F’-degree of x is two. ence, so 
is its F-degree. This establishes the 
Now it is easy to show that F is eed, let x be a vertex 
of F-degree at least three. y the previous claim x E 
consequently, d(x) = di(x). Thu 
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The remaining parts of the proof depend on a careful analysis of the paths of F 
which is based on the next assertion. For a path c in F let cant(c) denote t 
Ii 1 c contains some vertex in Xi - Ci}. 
For every u E let r(u) denote the length of a longest path in F’ with terminus in 
u or 00 if F’ is of infinite height and there is no such path. Note that r(u) s h’ for 
every u E X. 
ccn:ains a path from u E X to v E X then either F’ contains a path 
from u to v or there exist i, B - c is n, and w E Xi - C’ such thct v E Xi, F’ contains a 
path from u to w and _@j contains a path from w to u. 
Further, if c is a path in F then 
r(u)+&h’+ C hi, 
rtcont(c) 
where u E X is the &gin of c. 
Let c be a path in F from u to v. We proceed by induction on ICI. Assume 
y that u belongs to some Xj - Cj. Let c1 be the longest left segment of c which 
is a path in -5. Let c2 be such that c = cl c2. 
If c1 terminates in v then the trivial path (u) in F’ and c = cl ir 
to v satisfy the first part of the lemma. As for the other part we have that cant(c) = {j) 
and, since c is a path in Fj, ICI s hi. Also, r(u) 5 h’, and this guarantees the second 
part. 
Assume then that cl does not terminate in 3 and let n’ be the terminus of cl. We 
claim that U’E Cj. Indeed, if U’E Xi- Cj then d(u’) = tdi(u’) an0 U’ not being the 
last vertrsx of c we conclude that the vertex following u’ in c belongs to dj(u’), hence 
to Xi, contradicting the choice of c,. Now, the claim imp 
d;(u) and that Ic,l> 0. Thus, by (4), u’ belongs to d’(u) an 
from the induction hypothesis applied to c2. As for the second part, observe initially 
that r(u) + 1 s r( u’). Assume now thatj E cont( cz). Let c3 be the shortest left segment 
of ~2 with terminus in Xj - Cj. Applying the induction hypothesis c3 we cary; 
conclude that there exists a path in F’ from u’ to some vertex w’ . . - cja Then 
F’ contains a nontrivial path from u E Xj - Cj to W’ E Xj - Cj. This contradicts the 
simplicity Of Xj - Cj. We conclude that cant(@) is the disjoint union of {j) and 
cont(c,). Applying the induction hypothesis to c2 we obtain 
r(u’)+lc,ls h’+ C hi. 
iccontfq) 
at lC!l s hj WtZ h 
it ccmt(r) 
is seco e assertion in t 
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ssume now that u E X - kJ (-yi - Cj). If ICI = 0 then we have n 
otherwise ‘let u’ be the vertex of c following u and let c’ be the se 
u’ to U. Since 3!( U’i u) it follows that u’ belongs to d’(u) and the first part 
follows from the i tion hypothesis. As for the secon pati obsenre that 1 -I- r(u) s 
U( u’). Also, Ic’I = ICI - 1 and, by the induction hypothesis, 
r(u’) + lc’l =G h’+ hi, 
ic cont( c’) 
Clearly, cont( c) = cont( c’); hence, 
r(M)+ 
This concludes 
Assume now 
We claim that 
(C/sr(U’)-l+l+(C’(ah’+ C 11,. 
iccont( c*) 
the proof of Assertion 5.5 Cl 
that, for each i, {(Xii, Cii) 11 s j s ni} is a simple stratification for F’. 
each Xi - Ci is simple in E Indeed, let c be a path in F from 
u E Xi - Ci to v E Xii - Cti ; we shall show that u = v. Clearly c is a path in F from 
UEXi-Ci t0 VEXi- Ci. We apply Assertion 5.5. If F’ contains a path from u to 
v then in view of the simplicity of Xi - C’ in F’ we conclude that u = v. If there 
exist a j and w E Xj - Cj such that F’ contains a path c’, from u to w, and Fj contains 
a path c”, from w to v, then v E Xi - C’ and Y E Xj imply that i = j. Thus, w E X, - c”, 
and, in view of the simplicity of Xi - C’ in F’, we conclude that M = w. Then, c” is 
a path in Fi from u E Xi - CG to v E Xi - CO. In view of the simplicity of X, - Cii 
in F’ we conclude that u = v. Altogether, the stratification {(Xi’, C’i) 11 G i s n, 16 j s 
a?,} of F is simple. 
Finally, Assertion 5.5 clearly implies that the height h of F is at most h’+ c i’z’* 
The proof of the Substitution Lemma is complete. Cl 
5.4. Restricting factorization forests 
In this f nal subsection we study restrictions of factorization forests. 
ositio Let F = (X, d) be a factorization forest oVer 
h : X + N and with external set 2. Let ’ be a subset of 
i.e. the subset ,X’ X is closed under descendants. If d’ 
to X’ then F’ = ( a factnGza?ion forest Gf hcigli t 
external set Z’ 
isn) isw (si 
le) str~~i~c~t~o 
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resu 
We state the main result of the paper which will be proved in t 
very morphism f: ‘4’ + S, from a free semigroup to /k j%te one, admits 
ctorization forest of height at most !@I. 
Actually, we shall prove the following more precise statement from which Theorem 
6.1 follows immedrately. 
+ S be a morphism with S aJinite semigroup. There exist a 
Iete factorization forest F over A of height at most 91Sl and codes R, c_ f -‘( e), 
one for each ide potent e in S, such that 
{(R,+, R,)le= e% S) 
is a stratification for F. 
The desired factorization forest F will be obtained through a number of applica- 
tions of the Substitution Lemma. We proceed to give a short description of this 
construction. We assume the read er is familiar with the ideal theory for semigroups 
and shall use [7,12] as the sources for the results needed. 
umerate the regular B-classes in S: 
Then in each regular B-class D,, we enumerate the group Z-classes: 
We denote by eFq t e identity of I-& 
The construction of F is inspired on the Rees-Suschkewitsch Theorem characteriz- 
ing completely O-simple semigroups, even though we do not need all 
of that result. The construction is represented in Fig. 1, where each i 
corresponds to an ap lication of the Substitution Lemma while each external vertex 
corresponds to a factorization forest obtained through the explicit constructions in 
Section 4. 
ctorization forest F’ is built together with a simple stratification indexed 
S. This is done in Lemma 6.7. 
a factorization forest FL is built toget’ler with a simple 
e group X-classes contained in Q,_ This is done in 
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F PQ F PkP 
Fig. 1. Synthesis of E 
By applying the Substitution Lemma for each regular 9-class DP, we 
factorization forest Fp, amseyan modulo f, given by 
Fp=Fp,*Fp2*--*Fpk *F;. P 
The union of the stratitications for Fpy shall constitute a stratification for Fp. 
One more application of the Substitution Lemma yields the desired factorizatisn 
forest: 
Forest F will result Ramseyan modulo f and the union of the stratifications for 
shall cxz&tute a stratification for F. 
These construQtions are interconnected through a family of codes over A. 
shall have codes 
associated, respectively, with the regular %classes of S, with the group X-classes 
of S and with the idempotents in S. 
Before beginning the proof itself we review some facts 
theory of finite semigroups which are not valid for se 
hence ever 
e facts ‘&e 
. 
9 ab. 
ces to 
ab; hence, there exist 
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The contexts [X jj&(q$]:: 4(d) COGS eriments inherite 
specification that mi een processor o
Theorem 3.3 then eans that for any processes and p’ that are equ 
specification, the previous e le to discriminate between 
their implementations &( p) an p”). We feel that this captures in an accurate 
way the intuition behind the ementation of processes. Notice that some 
experiments from 1 ‘Mow to discriminate between 4(p) and 4 ( p’); 
xt [X 11 q] : : d, where q is not equal to some (b(q) or 4 is not 
33. First, rephrasin ition 3.2 via Birkhoffs theorem, one 
PL ifI for any axiom of SEM(SPEC) and for any ground 
substitution C, 
FIP(IMPL) l=ObS 
)] we define the relation -obs(‘? 
ne natural ~~~e~~t~~~~~ congruence = Obsd FR [[ait(lMPL)J on PR’[init(IMPL)], -w-r-t. o 
the processes and data of SPEC, contains -obs(4B by application of Theorem 2.5. 
Thus, to prove the identity of the two relations, we simply show that the latter is a 
cozz,g~~ersc~ for SPEC. 
First, -Obs( da  is an equivalence relation. Then the fact that -Ob3(‘) is a SPEC- 
esngruence is also deduced from Theore 2.5. As an example, let us prove that it 
acts gmcefully w.r.t. a context K [ X] = (X m), for some v E FR&[Init( IMPL)] prMess. 
pose that p -0’s(4’ @ p (both being of rt process). We have ?Z = 4( +) for some 
5 E ( Tsp,, ) prmess. Then, V( q9 d ) E ( TSPEC) d41cI x (TspEC) pr0cess, 
ved in a similar way. 
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roposition 4.8 an ‘, d’) the resulting factorization forest. 
The crucial part roof is to show that XL3 = C,-, for each irregular %class of 
ient to show that D - CD = 0, so assume there exists a 
shortest word x . Then, x = x,x?. . . x,,, for some VI > 1 and Xi E CD. Now, 
implies that f(x), f(x& D. y Lemma 6.4, f (x1x2) E 
y Lemma 6.5, the G&class D is regular. This contradiction establishes 
an eliminate from the stratification of 
egular 9-classes; the remaining pairs 
es to rename the sets XI, and CD an 
F’ is at most ?!S/9! ~3lSi. E 
Let Kp<n and let P&f’( be a code. There exist a c 
forest Fb over A of height at most D,,(, with vertex set Pi A f -‘( 
with external set Pp, and codes Q,,q c Pi n f -‘( H&, one for each group iV’-clas 
contained in Dp, such that {(Q,‘, , O,,) 11 s q s k,) is a simple strat$cation for Fi,. 
roof. To alleviate the notation we shall write D and P instead of Dp and Pp. Ltt 
4 : S+ S/9 and 2: S+ S/Z’ denote the canonical projections corresponding to 9? 
and ZV respectively. Let I and A be the set of 9? and %chasses of S contained in 
D; we shall consider the rectangular band I x A. Finally, let B be an alphabet and 
let cp : B+ + A’ be an injective morphism such that q(B) = R We shall use the 
morphism g : B+ + I x A defined by 
g(b) = (kfP(b), =2fdW), 
for every b E B. We alert the reader that, in general, g # ($fq, L?fp), because the 
product of elements of S in D might lie outside of D. The functions just define 
are represented in Fig. 2. 
Now we apply Proposition 4.18 to the function g and call r;’ the resulting 
factorization forest. Before proceeding, note that, in view of the egg-box picture of 
D, we can ccnclude that 11 x Al s IDI; hence the height of F is at most 3101. 
e factorization forest cp( F); note is 6)+. 
We claim that the subset X’ = P+ n f -‘( 
roposition 5.6, i.e. X’ is closed under desc 
Fig. 2. Objects in lemma. 
I. Simon 
be such ;I& u = uIu2 . . . uk if-*@). Then, cp(F) being a coded factorization forest, 
all (direct) descendants of ta are of the form UiUi+l . . . I.+, for some 1 s i .sj s k. NOW, 
since each idI belongs to f -'( D), it follows, by Lemma 6.4, that Uirli+l . . . Uj E f -‘( 
position 5.6 to a(F) and ’ and call Fi the rcsultin 
forest. Forest Fl, has height at most 3lDl; its vertex set is X’ and its external set is 
P+ as required. Further, it has a simple stratification given by 
{WCe)+ nf -l(D), soic,) nf-‘(Dkl e E 4 x AI, (6) 
where Ce is defined in Proposition 4.18. 
The core of the proof is given by the next assertion which states that if e E I x A 
corresporids to a group Z-c ass, then the respective block of the stratification is the 
free semigroup generated by its crude; otherwise it consists just of its code and can 
be eliminated. 
Lete=(i,h)EIXAandletH = i n A be the SV-class which correspmds 
to e. Let us define QH =q(Ce)nf-‘(D). ThenQHisacodecontainedin.P’ nf-‘(H) 
and 
cDwtJ+ nf -l(D) = 
QL if H is a group X-class, 
QH if H is not a group BY-class. 
roof. Initially we prove that QH c f -‘(I?). Let u E Qcr, then there exist k 2 1, and 
bjEB, for ISjsk, such that x=b,b2...b&Ce, and u=q(x)~f-‘(D). Let i’= 
&fq(b,) and A’= .L?fq( bk). From the definition of g and that of the product of I x A 
we conclude that g(x) = (i’, A’). Now, x E C, implies that g(x) = e = (i, A); heme 
i = i’ and A = A’. It remains to be proved that &!f (u) = i and kf (u) = A ; whit 
that 
uEf-‘(i)nf-‘(h)=f ‘(inh)=f-‘(H), 
as required. 
It suffices to prove that &f(u) = i, the other equality following by duality., Note 
that q(b,)E PC-~-~(D), hence fq(b,)E D. If k = 1 then f(u) =fq(b,), otherwise, 
fq(b& D and fv(blb2.. . bk) =f(u)E D imply, by Lemma 6.3, that$$(&) %!f(u). 
u) 92 fsp( 6,); hence, &?f( u) = &fq( b,) = i’ = i. This proves the claim. 
ved that QH r f -'( If). Since C, is a code, q is an injective morphism 
QH 6 cp( C,), it follows that QH is a c 
= Pf. Hence, QH is a code contained in 
Now we prove that 
cP(CJ+nf -“( 
at 6p( C,)’ nf -‘( 
E cp(CJhf -‘( 
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and X~ E C,, for 1 sja k, SUCK that u = (P(x’x~ . . . xk) Em-‘. Since each xj is a 
product of one or more b’s in B and each cp( h) E P of-‘( D), it follows, by Lemma 
6.4, that p(Xj) E-f-‘(D), for every 1 s js k. Thus, for every 1 c j < k, we have 
d+) E QH, uently, q(Xj) Ef-‘( ). Recall that u = rp(x,x, . . . x~) E 
f-‘(D); hence, using Lemmas 6.4 and 6.6, we can conclude, by ind ction on k, that 
u of-‘(M). Also, u E Q+H, hence to E QA nf-‘( H), as claimed. 
Finally, assume that N is a group X-class. Since QH if -‘( 
subsemigroup of S, it follows that QA E f’-‘(H). Thus, in this case 
QL ; hence p( C$ nf-‘( D) = QL ) as required. 
On the other hand, assume that H is not a group X-class. We claim th;ll: 
QL nf-‘( H) = Q,,. Since QH Ed-’ it is clear that QH c QA nf-‘(H). To see 
the reverse inchlsion, let u E QA nf - ‘(El). Then there exist k 2 1, and Uj E Q,..,, for 
11=;~k,suchthatu=u’u,... uli Ef-l( H). Assume that k > 1. We claim that U,U~ E
f-‘(D). If k = 2 we have nothing to prove, otherwise, the claim follows from Lemma 
6.4, since u,~f-‘( H) c-f-‘(D). But, by Lemma 6.6, ul, u2 of-‘( H) and u,u2 E 
f-‘(D) imply that H is a group X-class, a contradiction. Thus, k = 1 and u E QH. 
It follows that q(Ce)+ nf’( D) = Q H, as required. This completes the proof of 
Assertion 6.9. Cl 
In view of Assertion 6.9 the blocks ot’ the stratification (6) are either of the form 
(0; , QH ) or (Q,,, QH), depending whether the cnfre- _. .,apondfng %cIass N is a group 
or not. Clearly, the blocks of the second form can be eliminated; and renaming the 
remaining ones according to the enumeration of the group X-classes contained in 
D, we achieve the proof of Lemma 6.8. 0 
Let lapse, lsq s kp and let Qpq rf-‘( y ) be a code. Tjhere xist 
a cod~!.f&torization forest Fpy over A of height at most 3&l, with vertex set Qiq, 
with exterEza1 set Qpy , and a code R,, E Q& n f -‘( ep4) such that {(R&, Rpq)} is a 
stratijication for Fpy. 
roof. To alleviate the notation we shall writ@ II and Q instead of HPy and QP9. 
Let B b< an alphabet and let cp : B++ A+ be an injective morphis 
q(B) = Q. We consider the morphism g = fp Since Q c f -'( H) and 
semigroup of S, it follows that Q’ c f -‘(I+). This implies that g( B+) C_ 
consequently, we can consider H as the codomain of g. Now we ap 
4.3 to g and call F the resulting factorization forest, whose height IS 
Let FPy = p(F) and let R,, = cp(C,,), where Ce is the code defined 
4.3. Clearly, Py c Q+n f -‘(e&, where +y is t 
5.2 implies that FP,, L satisfies all the requirements of 
e are ready to roposition 6.2 
92 I. Siizori 
Let us define, for each 1 G p G n, the factorization forest FP = 
FP, * I$; * l l l * Fpkp * FL. The properties of Fpy and of the simple strati 
FL allow the application of the Substitution Lemma to the above data 
that Fp has a stratification 
Besides, the height h, of Fp satisfies 
The second inequality is justified by the esg-Fox picture of a g-class from which 
we can conclude that the summation is at most 3; 0, j. 
Now we define the factorization forest F = F, * F2 * l l l l * Fq * F’. The properties 
of and of the simple stratification of F’ allow the application of the Substitution 
Lemma to the above data. It results that F is a complete factorization forest which 
has a stratification 
Besides, the height h of F satisfies 
The second inequality is justified by the fact that the regular %classes of S constitute 
a partition of a subset of S from which we can conclude that the summation is at 
most 61Sl. The proof of Proposition 6.2 is complete. q 
“We point out that Theorem 6.1 and Proposition 3.2 imply a result in [9] (see also 
[3]) stating that every morphism from a free semigroup to a finite one is strongly 
Ramseyan. The particular catie for the morphism alph : A++ 2A, given by 
h(x) = {a E A 1 a occurs in x}, 
easily implies a resul in [2] which has also been proved in [3, S]. One statement 
of this result says that if 
is a partition of IV in finitely many sets then one of the sets iecewise syndetic 
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7. 
In this section we describe an application of the main theorem. A particular case 
of Proposition 7.1 plays a role in an alternative proof for a dee theorem of 
Hashiguchi [5,6] characterizing recognizable limited A-subsets of a free monroid. 
+--, S, where S is a finite semigroup. An 
is a factorization (xl, x2, . . . , x,,) of x, where M a 2, e 
e exists an idempotent e E such that f(xi) = e, 
course, x = x,x2 . . . x,,. We ass c to *f; c: 
follows: c(a) = 1, for every a E 
c(x) = min{c(x,) + c(x,,) Ix =x1x2. *. xl1 is an f-decomposition 0 
Next we show t at c(x) is bounded by a constant which depends only on ISI. 
For any morphism f: A+ --) S, with S a jinite semigroup, c(x) d 5 1 21s1, 
for every x in A’, where c is the cost function off: 
roof. Let us apply Theorem 6.1 and let F = (A+, d) be the resulting factorization 
forest. Let h : A+ 4V be the height functlcn of E Proceeding by induction on the 
height of XE A+ we can conclude that c(x) s 21’(? Tkis is so because d(x) is an 
S_decomposition of x, for every x E A’A*. The proof is completed by the observation 
that h(x) s91Sl for every x. Cl 
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